ICE@GT Workshop for Teachers
New Programming and Systems Management Course
Earn 6 PLU’s

6 NIGHTS/ 8 DAYS OVER 2 WEEKS:
June 7 - 10 AND JUNE 14 - 17, 2004
Georgia Tech Hotel and Conference Center
Atlanta, Georgia

We will use a media centered approach that explains computer science concepts as they are needed to solve programming tasks. Some of the Java concepts covered are conditionals, loops, arrays, graphical user interfaces and databases. This interactive workshop will be a mix of lectures, hands-on exercises, creative assignments for use with students, career info, tours of research labs at Tech and talks. You do not need to have any experience with programming to take this workshop.

NOTE: Because of the total immersion approach used in the overall workshop design, this will be a residential workshop for all participants. Each week, the program begins at noon on Monday and ends at 3:30 PM on Thursday.

Applications for full support, including hotel, food, parking and registration fees are available at gvsdc.org and must be sent to Cynthia Greene no later than May 1, 2004. Class size limit is 30. Questions? Contact Cynthia Green at cygreene@doe.k12.ga.us.
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